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Balsamiq Wireframes Quickstart GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	I was first introduced to Balsamiq while working as the Director of User Experience

	for a software company in Chicago. Until that point in my career, I had been

	designing user interfaces and clickable prototypes using Photoshop, handcoding

	layouts in HTML and CSS, and spending a lot of time learning prototype software

	like...
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Linux Recipes for Oracle DBAs (Recipes: a Problem-Solution Approach)Apress, 2008
Linux Recipes for Oracle DBAs is an example–based book on managing Oracle Database in a Linux environment. Covering commonly used distributions such as Red Hat Enterprise Linux and Oracle Enterprise Linux, the book is written for database administrators who need to get work done and lack the luxury of curling up fireside with a...
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Black & Decker The Complete Guide to DIY Projects for Luxurious Living: Adding Style & Elegance with Showcase Features You Can Build (Black & Decker Complete Guide)Cool Springs Press, 2008

	Luxury you can afford!
	
		A custom wine cellar with bistro seating; an elegant den with built-in library walls; an electric steam-room in the master bath; a billiards room with a fun, retro wet bar; a custom closet as big as a bedroomàhomeowners dream of the special features that set a home apart and make it...
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Nanometer CMOS RFICs for Mobile TV Applications (Analog Circuits and Signal Processing)Springer, 2010

	People often ask me why I chose to publish this work. Primarily, this book was
	motivated by my experience in industry after having been in the academic world for
	many years. We often hear about the need to bridge the gap between industry and
	academia, but one can easily intellectually understand something without having
	experienced it...
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Atlas of Practical Applications of Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance (Developments in Cardiovascular Medicine)Springer, 2005

	Six years have passed since the edition of our

	Atlas of Practical Cardiac Applications of MRI.

	Fortunately, the technique has experienced

	during this time a continuous development

	that demanded a new updated version of the

	book. One of the consequences of this

	growing process has been the adoption of the

	term...
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Building a Game with Unity and BlenderPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to build a complete 3D game using the industry-leading Unity game development engine and Blender, the graphics software that gives life to your ideas


	About This Book

	
		Learn the fundamentals of two powerful tools and put the concepts into practice
	
		Find out how to designand...
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Modeling a Character in 3DS MaxWordware Publishing, 2001
Provides groundbreaking coverage in using 3D Studio Max for would-be computer game modelers and animators, as well as professionals already experienced with the software. Also features previously undocumented tips and tricks targeted specifically for advanced character creation.

Like most of my peers in the computer game industry,...
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PC Magazine - 21 August 2007PC Magazine, 2007
First Looks
GoToMeeting v3.0
GuardedID 1.02
Howard Verity TW3
Kodak EasyShare 5300 All-In-One printer
Logitech X-240
MSI Q677 Crystal Edition
Nokia E61i
Oki Printing Solutions C6000n
Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ8
RealPlayer 11 (beta)
Sennheiser PXC 450 NoiseGard
Sony VAIO VGN-SZ370P
Adobe...
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A Wavelet Tour of Signal Processing, Third Edition: The Sparse WayAcademic Press, 2008

	I cannot help but find striking resemblances between scientific communities and schools of fish. We interact in conferences and through articles, and we move together while a global trajectory emerges from individual contributions. Some of us like to be at the center of the school, others prefer to wander around, and a few swim in multiple...
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Exceptional Service, Exceptional Profit: The Secrets of Building a Five-Star Customer Service OrganizationAMACOM, 2010

	"Filled with treasure and big ideas, this book will help you become exceptional." - SETH GODIN

	

	In a tight market, your most powerful growth engine and your best protection from competitive inroads is this: put every thing you can into cultivating true customer loyalty. Loyal customers are less sensitive to...
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Working with Windows Small Business Server 2011 EssentialsMicrosoft Press, 2011

	Small businesses make up the economic engine that moves a nation forward, and all small
	businesses must deal with a highly competitive marketplace, unpredictable economic cycles,
	time pressures, and technological demands that are constantly exerting pressure on the bottom
	line.


	Your business needs the same technologies that...
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Experiences of Test Automation: Case Studies of Software Test AutomationAddison Wesley, 2012

	Software test automation has moved beyond a luxury to become a necessity. Applications and systems have grown ever larger and more complex, and manual testing simply cannot keep up. As technology changes, and more organizations move into agile development, testing must adapt—and...
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